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7 Tips to Expand Your Personal Capacity
Expanding your capacity simply
means being able to do things
you weren’t capable of before.
Life is all about growing and
change, being different from the
person you were yesterday,
Here are some simple steps to
take
1. Take a new challenge you
need to move out of your comfort zone and take up something
new that will be challenging,
you’ll never know what you are
capable of till you try.
2. Make sure it’s excitingWorking on something that excites you makes it much easier
and increases your willingness
to see it through
3. Make it fun- Surprises and
pitfalls will most likely occur
along the way. Just like a game,
that makes it fun and easier to
handle failure.
4. Focus- Don’t spread yourself
too thin. Don’t try to do too
many things at once. That’s a
sure recipe for failure.
5. Invest- If it’s a worthy challenge then it’s worth your time
and money. There’s no reason
not to invest in it.
6. Take risks- Those who aren’t
willing to take risks may never
move to the next level. You
might fail but you will learn a
lot in the process. They will
make you a better player.
7. Move on- Once you achieve
certain level of mastery in a particular challenge, move on and
take a new, more difficult challenge.
Culled from www.lifeoptimizer.org

THE BIG STORY
Enforcement Of The Mandatory Use Of The NIN: What
NIMC Hopes To Achieve
In line with the gazetted policies approved by



Create an avenue for revenue generation



Enable the commission to scale up in popu-

the Honorable Attorney General of the Federation (HAGF) and the Minister of Justice in
November, 2017.
The Enforcement of the Mandatory use of

lating the National Database



the NIN will automatically make the NIN a
precondition for conducting any transaction
that requires a means identification in the
Country, further strengthening the practicality of the National Identity Management System.
The enforcement of these regulations will;




Enable NIMC set standards,
Enable the enforcement of the use of
the NIN,

Ensure best practices for interoperability
and conformity



And ensure a robust and reliable National
system for identity management

In conclusion, the enforcement of the mandatory
use of NIN will ensure a sustainable Identity
Management system to affirm identity, enhance
governance and service delivery in Nigeria is
achieved. It is our duty as Staff and stakeholders
to work collectively towards this achievement.

Quote Of The Week
"Learning never exhausts the
mind"
-- Leonardo da Vinci
In line with the recently gazetted policies that
makes the use of the National Identification
Number (NIN) mandatory, Stanbic IBTC Bank in
its bid to begin the implementation sent out messages to its customers on the requirement of the
NIN for any financial transaction going forward.
Other Agencies like the Nigerian Immigration
Services have long implemented the policy by
making the NIN mandatory for processing any
travel document. It is expected that other Agencies will follow suit.
With this development, the NIMC will surely surpass its projected target of 50 Million enrolments by December 2018.
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